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Abstract
It is amazing to know that around 99.9% of the individuals genome among per-
sons is alike, and only 0.1% of it differs in chromosome. This variance is accountable 
for the diversity in phenotypes and receptiveness of them to environmental effects. 
DNA variants are happening in numerous formulas. Mutations might be definite 
as order variants which happen in less than 1% of the populace, whereas the extra 
prevalent variant is identified as polymorphisms. More than 1% of the greatest 
public hereditary variants are known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). 
In human genome, SNPs considered as plentiful figure of genetic variation, and 
their importance in contribution to many disease, drug efficacy, and side effects 
in addition to may represent a prophylaxis. SNPs represent a specific location at 
which more than one nucleotide is established and only two alleles at a SNP locus. 
More than 100 million SNPs have been recognized in human, in average each 300 
nucleotide on usual. The gene which has more than one allele is a normal result of 
SNP. SNPs are not restricted to coding sequence, but may be associated with non-
coding region. Many techniques are used to analyze SNPs and involve two phases, 
one for allele recognition and another for detection.
Keywords: SNP, allele frequency, point mutation, VNP, chromosome, gender, gene, 
VNTR, CNV, STR
1. Introduction
Genetics terms returns to origin from Greek genetikos meaning “genitive,” 
which in turn derives from genesis meaning “origin” [1, 2]. Genetics in general is 
a branch of biology related to survey of genes, genetic variation, and even hered-
ity in living systems [3–5]. The study of inheritance pattern that influences genes 
on human nature and occurs in human beings is called human genetics. Human 
genetics represents an original aspect that encompasses a variety of overlapping 
fields like the structure of gene and organization; the study of mutation detection; 
genetic mapping and linkage analysis; molecular diagnostics; gene expression; 
cytogenetics assessment; biomedical genetics; disease association studies; tumori-
genesis of molecular levels; developmental genetics; and genetic epidemiology, in 
addition to genetics of complex disease [6, 7]. In general, genes can be considered 
as a key of most human inherited lesions. So, the benefit study of human genetics 
can be helpful to answer many questions concerning human diseases and invent 
effective drugs [8]. The passing of a certain genes from parents to offspring by 
biological process is called heredity. Each baby carries genes from their biologi-
cal parents and some of these genes express particular trait or lesion [9]. Various 
traits may be physical like color of eyes, hair, skin, and other phenotypic matter. In 
other direction, some genes may play a key role in the risk of certain disorders and 
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increase incidence of disease, or prophylaxis from it [10]. Several disorders occur 
and arise from multiple factors such as genetic, lifestyle, and environmental [11]. 
Many previous studies revealed facts for the hereditability of main neuropsychiat-
ric disorders, for example, depression, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia [12, 13]. 
In all these behavioral disorders, a specific genetic fault is transported from parents 
to children and will enhance a progeny susceptibility risk of inheriting a specific 
disorder [11, 12, 14, 15].
Neurological and mental diseases cannot be related to genetics science alone, so 
it is significant to seek implicated one’s genetic composition material that possibly 
affects various direction of human behavior [16]. The relationship between genes 
and behavior leads to development of highly prevalent responses and disorders 
throughout a new biological factors. About 30–50% of the risk for anxiety and 
depression is genetic, while the other 50–70% of the risk may be attributed to envi-
ronmental factors, such as substance use, stress, diet, and childhood experiences 
[17]. A comparison between genetic and environmental factors, demonstrated 
about 30–50% of the risk for anxiety and depression and 50–70% of substance uses, 
stress, and diet, respectively [17, 18].
2. Genes in the cell
Not each living cell of the human body have nucleus. Skin, hair, and red blood 
cells contain no nucleus [19, 20]. Nucleus contains a genetic material that is respon-
sible for information. Half of these information of the genetic materials come from 
each parent [20].
2.1 Chromosome
All nuclei of human cell contain 23 pairs of small thread-like structures called 
chromosomes. Genes are localized within these 23 pairs chromosomes. About 23 
out of 46 chromosomes come from the father and others like them come from the 
mother [21]. These chromosomes contain genes and some of them carry thousands 
of important genes while some carry only a few [22]. In addition to these, genes are 
made up of a chemical substance named deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The chromo-
somes are very long thread strands of DNA, coiled up tightly and compacted [23].
Along every chromosome, there is a constriction point called centromere, the 
numbering and divided packages of chromosome started from it [24]. The cen-
tromere separates the chromosome into two arms: long called “q arm” and short 
called “p arm” as in Figure 1. Chromosomes are numbered from 1 to 22 in both 
sexes and called autosomes, while the last one remaining take letters X and Y which 
are responsible for the gender. In female, X chromosome is duplicated, whereas Y 
chromosome is combined with X chromosome in male [24, 25] (Figures 2 and 3).
2.2 Nitrogenous bases
The nitrogenous bases are organic molecule with a nitrogen atom that bears 
chemical prosperities of a base and involves four letters in addition to fifth letter 
used in ribonucleic acid (RNA), and classified into two main compounds: pyrimi-
dine cytosine (C), thymine (T), and uracil (U); and purine guanine (G) and adenine 
(A), respectively [27]. They were arranged in unique position in genes, which makes 
up combinations with permutations and combinations. It is worth mentioning (AT 
and GC) that bases pair is always found together, and there are different sequences 
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of bases pairs in DNA coded messages [28]. These bases are part of DNA, and con-
stitute a language when arranged together acting as a guide telling cells what need to 
do such as growing, division, maturity, and variety functions [29].
2.3 Gender
Both gender have 46 paired chromosomes (44 autosomes), numbered from 1 to 
22 chromosome pairs according to size, chromosome number 1 being the biggest 
one. In addition to autosomes, there are other two copies of sex chromosomes X and 
Y responsible for determination of gender. In female, two copies of X chromosome 
Figure 1. 
Autosomes and sex chromosomes of Homo sapiens from US National Library of Medicine, National Institutes 
of Health, Department of Health & Human Services. June 4, 2012.
Figure 2. 
Chromosome structure explained long and short arms [26].
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are present, while in male, one X copy and one Y copy in their body cells. In female, 
22 autosomes paired chromosomes in addition to X sex chromosome present in 
the egg cells, while in male, the same number of chromosomes are present and the 
difference only X or Y chromosome in their sperm cells. The combination egg with 
sperm gives 46 chromosomes regarding the sex chromosome (XY in male and XX in 
female babies) [30, 31].
2.4 Human genes and genetics
The whole DNA in the cell makes a genome which contains both the exon (cod-
ing regions) and intron (non-coding region) that represent large sequences that 
do not encode any protein and their function is exactly not known yet [32, 33]. In 
genome, the gene is a basic biological functional unit of heredity that contributes 
to phenotype/function. A segment of DNA that encodes instruction is needed for 
a certain protein or enzyme. In other side, a lot of genes do not encode any protein. 
Only a fraction of DNA of the gene in the cell is expressed through transcription 
process that involves copy of chemical bases into messenger RNA (mRNA) in order 
to produce protein according to central dogma [33]. After that it will be translated 
by using ribosomes organelles, and mRNA migrates toward cytoplasm from nucleus 
to create polypeptide that folds in a certain configuration to make the protein. A 
range of human genes are between hundred to more than two millions of nitrogen 
bases. About 20,000–25,000 genes are located on the 23 pairs of chromosomes 
within nucleus according to human genome project [34]. The human genome proj-
ect completed officially in April 2003, and only 12,800 genes and numerous other 
genes have been well mapped to loci on each of the chromosomes. On the other 
hand, the correct number of human gene is still unknown [35, 36].
In human being, any individual has two copies from each gene, one copy comes 
from father and second copy comes from mother [32]. In all people, most genes are 
similar, excluding small number of genes that are little a bit diverse between people 
(<1%). The alternative form of a gene that occurs at the same locus on homologous 
chromosomes called allele bears a small variation in their DNA sequences and 
participates to every person’s single physical features. A single allele for each gene 
is inherited from each parent (e.g., at a locus for hair or eye color and blood type). 
About 2% only of genome represent the DNA in genes and full information is stored 
in a database that is publicly accessible [37].
Figure 3. 
Distribution of gene in the chromosome within human cell from U S National Library of Medicine, National 
Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services. June 4, 2012.
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2.5 Inherit characteristics
Genes are considered as building blocks of inheritance [38]. The traits pass from 
parents to their offspring and are controlled by some genes; these are carried out by 
either sexual or asexual reproduction [39]. The genetic information and character-
istics are acquired in the progeny cells from their natural parents. However, most 
of them are affected by mixing the environmental effect and genes. Many traits are 
observed simply like tongue rolling, dimples, freckles, hands clasping, etc. [40].
2.6 Dominant, recessive, and co-dominant genes
The cell works via coded messages that send from both alleles of genes that 
involved in every set of chromosomes. Some of these genes appear dominant more 
than other in works [41]. The dominant occurs when one allele of gene is dominant, 
while the recessive appears in opposite to dominant within the pair. However, there 
is present other situation neither dominant nor recessive called homozygous [32]. 
Homozygous is an equal weight carrier combination of each allele in the gene pair 
and demonstrates phenotypic and physical characteristics between them [42].
2.7 The genetic keys
The genetic information that endures on the genes order to produce specific 
protein will be converted to “switched on” position in a few specific specialized 
cells, and at the same time, other genes may be “switched off” position [43]. Cells 
differ in differentiation, so genes “switched on” in liver cells are completely differ-
ent to those that at same position in brain cells [44].
Numerous cases are born with a defect in particular gene which related to a 
specific illness, and this does not mean you are more susceptible to it. At the same 
time, this raises the risk of appearing of the disease. So, the predisposition genetic 
effects such as occurrence of many types of cancer may be need to be triggered by 
environmental factors, and to reducing the risk achieved through decreasing or 
avoiding such triggers [45, 46].
In each gene, non-coding regions (introns) account more than 98% and as 
suggested previously, they do not have any function “junk,” and do not involve 
any information of gene output in cells. The previous opinion about non-coding 
DNA regions is rejected despite that role is still unknown and appears to have very 
important roles to do in through gene expression and regulation in each cell [47].
2.8 Genes, mutation, and single nucleotide polymorphism
As mentioned previously, about 23,000 genes in the human cell act as leader 
in growth and general health, which are responsible for everything in human 
life; in which the genetic code is a set of rules used by human being and every 
living system to translate the information encoded within DNA or RNA sequence 
to protein. Every three nucleotides called codon encode a certain amino acid in 
protein [48].
In this direction, any changes in the genetic code can lead to each person is 
exceptional in his behavior and health, that is to say, the alteration in the sequences 
of nucleotide in DNA can give a uniqueness characteristic for person. Mainly these 
changes are risk free, while others may have embroiled in proteins production either 
not properly, wrong sequence, or not produced totally [49]. Hence, the changes in 
genetic material cause inactive or disturbed gene called mutation. These mutations 
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occur in DNA sequence either by mistake during copy process or by environmental 
effectors. Sometimes mutations affect individuals directly or indirectly and are 
prone more susceptible to certain disease circumstances [50].
3. Polymorphism
A brief glance across a time: the beginning of the human genetic polymorphism 
was belonging to the b globin gene in 1978, which utilized to recognize a hered-
ity disease. After 2 years, in 1980, short distinctions in DNA discovered were 
spread over the whole human genome. It was described by utilized restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) method. Further complicated interest-
ing information of DNA polymorphisms was reported in 1985. They were named 
minisatellites. The empirical arguments about DNA fingerprinting remained to 
the 1990s. With the trial of OJ Simpson in the USA in 1995, the DNA proofs play a 
very important role in forensic medicine history presented by the prosecution; OJ 
Simpson was acquitted. This event call attention to the proofs of DNA has great 
significance [51].
When we see the great diversity of human ethnicities, really we find it shocking 
that all of these different ethnicities share a genetically identical sequence at 99%. 
The range of their variances is only within limits 0.1% of sequence genetic that 
differs between double chromosomal threads, Figure 4, [52, 53]. It is a small ratio of 
variances (1%) indeed, but it is accountable for the multiplicity in person’s pheno-
types and receptiveness of them to ecological contacts [53, 54].
Polymorphism at the DNA grade contains a broad domain of variations from 
single base pair alteration, numerous unite pairs, and frequent sequences [55]. One 
of the most famous types of genetic variations is the genetic mutation. Genetic 
mutation can be definite as order variants which happen in a smaller than 1% of the 
populace, whereas the extra prevalent variants are identified as polymorphisms. 
The greatest public hereditary variants than 1% are single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) [53, 54].
Generally, genetic polymorphism can be available in numerous designs, com-
prising: single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), tandem repeat polymorphisms 
which include a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) and short tandem 
Figure 4. 
Human genetic polymorphism is identical in sequences at 99% and variation sequences only about 1% [52].
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repeats (STRs), insertion/deletion polymorphisms, transposable elements (TE) or 
Alu repeats also known as “jumping genes,” structural alterations, and copy number 
variations (CNV) [55].
For the studying diverse kinds of DNA polymorphisms, different techniques can 
be utilized, such as restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) accompa-
nied by southern blots, polymerase chain reactions (PCRs), hybridization methods 
(southern and northern blotting) utilizing DNA microarray chips, and whole 
genome sequencing (WGS) [55]. The following is an illustration of the most famous 
polymorphism (Figure 5).
3.1 Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (pronounced: snip) are an alteration 
in a lone DNA order structure building block unit: (A, T, C, or G) which termed 
a nucleotide, Figure 2 [56]. It is the simplest formula of genetic difference among 
persons. SNPs are the most frequent occurrence from all genetic variants, which 
happen usually in a person’s DNA. It is a ratio of occurrence near 90% of human 
genomic variants [57, 58].
They may be occurring one time in each 300 nucleotides on usual, that is, 
average is about 10 million SNPs in the individual’s genome. Greatest frequently, 
those SNPs are set between genes or within genes. They may perform as living 
signs and/or hereditary indicators, aiding experts find sequence, which are linked 
with disease. As soon as SNPs happen inside a gene or in an adjusting area nearby a 
gene, they might show an additional strong impact in disease via stirring the gene’s 
role. However, the SNPs generally have no influence on the general state of health. 
Moreover, investigators have instituted that SNPs might assist and guess a person’s 
reaction to definite medications. Additionally, they are utilized for a pathway of 
genetic factors of malady inside relatives [59–62].
3.2 Polymorphic repetitive sequences
The extension of the human genome threads that include gene sequences or 
intergenic and include retro (pseudo) genes and transposons are composed of small 
sequences of nitrogen bases that have repeated in tandem. It can consist of more 
two-thirds of human DNA. The number of units of these tandems in a specified site 
is extremely variable between separated persons. Tandem repeat polymorphisms 
include a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) minisatellites and short 
tandem repeats (STRs) microsatellites. Both of VNTRs and STRs are the same 
in the total grounds. The difference between different alleles is consequence to 
a difference in the number of repeat bases that exist in alleles that are of various 
lengths, and later, tandem repeat polymorphisms have been identified as length 
polymorphisms. So, widely distinguished types from mini- and microsatellites 
Figure 5. 
Single nucleotide polymorphism for two alleles.
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depend on the distance of the repeated blocks. In microsatellites, the order repeat 
base composes between 2 and 9 units; while mini-satellites composes between 9 and 
100 units [63–65].
3.2.1 Variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs)
VNTR is among the earliest DND markers in the application. It is a kind of tan-
dem repetitions in which a small order of bases (10–60 base pairs) are frequented 
changeable times in a certain position. Therefore, VNTR is additionally familiar as 
minisatellites. Minisatellites are scattered everywhere in the humane DNA. Usually, 
the number of repeated bases in minisatellites differs among persons. Hence, the 
array extension shaped by VNTRs as well differs among persons. Accordingly, the 
variant number of chromosomes is familial from parents, so they can be applied 
in parental or individual identification. The techniques that use to determine this 
type are: routines PCR, gel electrophoresis, and amplicons of band designs by 
southern blotting. The utilization of VNTRs was, nevertheless, restricted by the 
kind of specimen that could give good results for the reason that a big quantity of 
DNA was needed. In addition, understanding VNTR profiles might be a difficulty. 
Their utilization in forensic genomics has been replaced at the present time by short 
tandem repeats (STRs) [66].
3.2.2 Short tandem repeats (STRs)
Short tandem repeats (STRs) give an extremely good method because of their 
great grade of polymorphism and a comparatively small length. Additionally, 
STRs are typical methods for genotyping in the identity of one’s parents check and 
forensic identity check. A category of tandem repeats depended on presents a small 
order of bases (2–6 base pairs) are frequented a variable number of times in a cer-
tain site. STRs are a type of microsatellites, and they are furthermore recognized as 
short sequence repeats (SSRs) in plant DNA. The repeating bases consist of a single 
nucleotide that is familiar as a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) [66].
3.3 Insertion/deletion polymorphisms
It is a type of genomic difference in which a particular base order of different 
sizes ranging from one base to several 100 units is inserted or deleted. Indels are 
very extending across the DNA. Several writers consider one base pair as SNPs or 
frequent insertion/deletion as indels [55].
4. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are a new technique used worldwide 
in genetics research to identify inherited genetic risk variants linked with risk of 
prevalent disease. GWAS are the most inclusive way of genetic variation study. 
In general, this approach deals with full scan of genome for identifying genetic 
markers frequently are polymorphisms (SNPs) that appear more in patients rela-
tive to healthy individuals, and also understanding the contribution of genes in the 
diseases and developing better prevention and treatment approaches.
GWAS are the greatest complete way of research and contain skimming the 
whole genome of research members for polymorphisms and anomalies related with 
the sickness of attention. GWAS have the benefit of supplying a complete investiga-
tion of related genetical anomalies inside the genome, as the term “genome-wide” 
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shows, in spite of that, GWAS are timing spender, costly, and yields a massive quan-
tity of data that can/cannot actually be related to the illness of study. As of that, 
they are best beneficial as an initial mark pretty than a way for measuring accurate 
connotation [67]. In additional, GWAS are case-control study setup concentrating 
on obviously distinct participators geneticists who assume to find only proportion-
ally brief extends of participate chromosomes Figure 6 [67]. It includes comparison 
between two groups of individuals, one healthy and second patients or affected 
group with disease. Therefore, GWAS purpose is to recognize hereditary variations 
that convert danger of public maladies or touch additional phenotypes. The simple 
thought of it is: check hereditary variations (frequently SNPs), and phenotypes in 
haphazardly-tested persons, and view which SNPs are connected with phenotypes, 
while infrequent variations are inferiorly taken by GWAS method [68–70].
5. Discussion
All humans have variation in genetic material, even identical twins by the time 
of born, and this variation give us the uniqueness. We inherit our genes from our 
parents, so the members of the same family share majority of their genetic mate-
rial involving its variations. The variation in DNA that cause wrong in required 
genetic code translates into a specific protein called pathogenic variant or mutation 
when linked to phenotypic particularly if they occur within the protein coding 
sequence of the gene. Variations are caused by the environment and genetic factors. 
Several disorders arise from multiple effectors like environmental, lifestyle, and 
Figure 6. 
Genome-wide association studies [71].
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genetic factors. From these diseases is behavioral genetics neuropsychiatric, such 
as schizophrenia, depression in which a genetic fault transferred from parents to 
sons through familial genes causing elevated the risk of a particular disease. SNPs 
can affect more than 90% of genetic variation and are responsible for the occur-
rence of differences between the humans. Despite the presence of SNPs, there is no 
relation to modify or change cellular function that is to say have no effects, and at 
the same time, many SNPs were found to participate in the initiation of disease like 
cancer or act as prophylaxis against a certain disease or even impact the responses to 
medications. Depending on the SNPs’ position in the genome, we can classify them 
into that happen with exome (coding region), intron (non-coding region), and 
between adjacent genes (intergenic region). Because there is much of non-coding 
DNA (99%) that lead to harboring majority of SNPs occurring in these segments. 
However, only small part (1%) of genome is considered important to represent 
exome that can contribute existing mutations, and SNPs that have a big outcome on 
several diseases. Non-coding genome includes many categories of regulatory factors 
such as promoters, enhancers, silencers, and insulators. Each one of them provides 
binding sites for proteins, carries out transcription, activates transcription, sup-
presses transcription, and controls transcription process, respectively.
SNPs are very important and used in various studies such as estimating the 
tendency to disease and predicting genetic lesion; and are also used as biomarkers 
since they can occur near disease genes for complicated diseases, but not always. 
In complex disease, which means a pathological circumstance of the body due to a 
defect in a number of genetic and environmental aspect, SNP can affect that person 
has toward a specific disease. Nowadays, various methods have been established 
and assembled to identify known or unknown SNPs through two categories which 
are genotyping and scanning sequence, respectively.
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